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Characters
Olaf
A stubborn dwarf with a one-track mind. Olaf wants to create the plan and stick with it. It’s hard to get
him to listen to reason once he has his mind set on something. When he was a little dwarf, his father
told him about the Grand Hammer of Judgment. A hammer that rewards the right and punishes the
wrong at every blow. A clear judgment is what Olaf needs. He wants to know what is right and wrong
in the world. He needs to know what he does right himself. Learning from his father, a steam engine
worker, Olaf created his steam engine to help him be a treasure hunter and look for clues leading
to the Grand Hammer. He lovingly dubbed his engine ‘Olga‘. He equipped Olga with a treasure
grabbing magnet, a large robotic arm and four legs to carry him.
Race:		Dwarf				Hair:		Red/Rough
Sex:		Male				Eyes:		Blue/Beady
Age:		80				Nose:		Stubby
Skin:		Pale				Height:
1,50m
Clothing:
Large helmet, Golden earring, Leather gloves, Brown pants with suspenders
Specialities: Excavation, Close combat, Driving Olga

Gretchen
A wisecracking goblin with a quick whit. Gretchen is cunning enough to get through to Olaf and let
him alter directions, but he can never change the dwarves mind about something. Gold is the only
thing on Gretchen’s mind. For goblins, having shiny objects is a must to get up the social ladder.
In his home village of Snot, Gretchen was bullied for his lack of shiny objects, he never got lucky
enough to find some for himself. Tracking down treasure on his own without money was impossible
for the goblin. Impressed by Olaf’s building skills he teamed up with him for his quest to find his
Grand Hammer. Gretchen wanted to improve Olga with a rotating gun and a navigation system,
something that stirred a lot of arguments between him and Olaf.
Race:		Goblin				Hair:		None
Sex:		Male				Eyes:		Yellow/Large
Age:		28				Nose:		Pointy
Skin:		Green				Height:
1,50m
Clothing:
Large goggles, Golden tooth, Yellow vest, Tattered simple pants
Specialities: Navigating, Gunning

Askir
A grand, greedy wyrm who’s keeping his treasures in a hidden lair. Askir looks like a mindless
monster but is actually very clever. He’s constantly on the go, learning about hidden treasures and
rampaging through the land to get the poorly guarded ones. He reads lore and memorizes maps
before burning them to ashes. What no one knows is that he was a dwarf like Olaf once. Greedy
dwarves eventually succumb to the ‘Wyrm-curse‘.
Race:		Wyrm				Hair:		None
Sex:		Male				Eyes:		Yellow/Oval
Age:		270				Nose:		Snout
Skin:		Vermilion/Scaly		Height:
1km
Clothing:
None
Specialities: Fire breathing, Clawing, Digging
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The Pixie Squad
The girls Amber and Blueberry and the boy Cedar are a rival team of treasure hunters. They have a
robot out of wood called The Bogeyman with about the same functions as Olga but the Squad needs
to operate the many functions at blinding speed. The robot is equipped with a drill arm, catapult and
shield. Working as a team the squad operates to move it as a single body. Their attention span is a
bit short. Whenever they see Olaf and Gretchen looking for treasure, they immediately go after it as
well and try to beat them to the punch.

Amber

Highly temperamental and a no-nonsense attitude. Amber dislikes to wait for anything if it doesn’t
pay off in the end. She’s the leader of the group and has a tendency to yell at the squad when
she’s in a bad mood.
Race:		Pixie				Hair:		Black
Sex:		Female			Eyes:		Black
Age:		18				Nose:		Point
Skin:		Pale yellow			Height:
14cm
Clothing:
Caterpillar silk scarf, Rose petal corset, Delphinium Hybrid skirt
Specialities: Moving The Bogeyman

Blueberry

A shallow girl who doesn’t want to take any responsibility. Whenever she gets yelled at for slacking
off she replies with: “I’m Blueberry, what of it?“ Actually Blueberry is the more clever of the three,
she just doesn’t want to push herself to it so she can enjoy the ride.
Race:		Pixie				Hair:		Brown
Sex:		Female			Eyes:		Black
Age:		16				Nose:		Button
Skin:		Pink				Height:
14cm
Clothing:
Blueberry earrings, Strawberry top hat, Owl feather dress with lily petal skirt
Specialities: Moving The Bogeyman

Cedar

The boy who easily loses his concentration. Cedar can function The Bogeyman quickly enough,
but he’s easily distracted if something is bothering him. Amber always pushes him back to his
duties when it appears to be so. He feels like he can’t take a break once in a while.
Race:		Pixie				Hair:		Unknown
Sex:		Male				Eyes:		Black
Age:		17				Nose:		Round
Skin:		Pale blue			Height:
14cm
Clothing:
Acorn top helmet, Butterfly wing vest, White tree bark pants
Specialities: Moving The Bogeyman
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Character ConFlict Schema
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The World
Tarunia
The world had many battles in, through and about cities. Because of all the civil wars many cities
were razed to the ground or sunk underneath the earth. Countless relics and treasures are scattered
underground without a proper map to find them. Creatures dig caverns to make homes for themselves
or their kind, some find their homes within the ruins and others rebuild the ruins as a city given by
the gods.

Wyvern’s Back
A mountainous area and home to the Dwarves. The Men of Earth create steel, forge weapons and
build machines for new experiments and to discover the world. Dwarves are eager to dig deeper
into the mountain and look for new metals and areas. They pride themselves in their stubbornness
because only then do you have the will to find what was never found before.

The Crimson Core
Deep beneath the mountains of the Wyvern’s Back lies an underground lake of molten lava which
is the main source of heat for the Dwarves. Stony creatures like Gargoyles and Golems guard the
area for anyone who tries to gain control and use the Core for other purposes.

Snot
Goblins aren’t always welcome to other people, but they feel at home in the village of Snot. They
value shiny metals and money so most Goblins start a career as salesmen or thieves. The richest
of all Goblins can buy himself the title of Goblin King.

Gedlewonk’s Library
The scholar called Cedric Gedlewonk founded a grand library to store his inscriptions and lore for
the good of the curious people. The collection he gained over the years was so big, he was known to
be the greatest scholar of Tarunia. For reasons unknown, Gedlewonk disappeared and left no trace.
His famous library was said to disappear, too. Legend says that the scholar never wanted to share
his knowledge and collections. The truth is that his knowledge became sentient. Walking, thinking
and analysing without emotion. Using books and paper to keep themselves together, they refuse to
let anyone use the library to prevent messing with their existence.

The Crawlers Cavern
Crawlers are large insects that dig their homes in the deep, rocky earth. They have powerful jaws
which are strong enough to crush rocks and bend steel. There are many types of crawlers which all
have a role within their collective hives. They create chaotic caverns within the rock which frustrate
excavators when they stumble upon one.

Hall of Justice
Great heroes of old who were judged worthy get their statues placed in the Hall of Justice, the
resting place of the Grand Hammer of Justice. It’s unknown where this place lies. Legend is that the
last hero put a spell on the statues, giving them eternal life and in return eternal loyalty.
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World ConFlict Schema
Both Askir and Olaf are looking for the Grand Hammer of Judgment. To know the location of the
hammer they need to find Gedlewonk’s Library for the map. Upon reaching the Library, Olaf and
Askir meet each other in conflict. Without a clear judgment between right and wrong, the Pixie Squad
will steal and plunder everything in sight. This is in conflict with Gretchen who wants the treasure
for himself whenever he spots something during their adventure. Because Olaf and Gretchen work
together, they come in touch with both conflicts.

Main ConFlict
Hammer of Judgment
is missing

Minor ConFlict

Minor ConFlict

No clear line between
right and wrong

Askir rampages
through the land

Minor ConFlict
Gedlewonk’s Library
is missing

Askir

Olaf
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Gretchen

Minor ConFlict
Treasure everywhere
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About the Protagonist
Olaf is the main protagonist of this game and Gretchen shares a close second place as helper. Olaf
has strong negative traits, he’s stubborn and only has eyes for the road ahead. He rather ignores the
details unless they are important to him. Gretchen acts as a counter to Olaf’s flaws but has negative
traits of his own: greed and reliance on others. This makes them Empathy Heroes. As a player I
wouldn’t want to identify myself with a stubborn dwarf and a greedy goblin from a village called Snot.
Even though they need empathy from the player, this will develop when the player experiences their
adventure through Tarunia in search of the Grand Hammer of Judgment. The antagonists they meet
on the journey have unbalanced negative traits. Askir’s stubbornness and rage are greater than
Olaf’s. The greed and dependence of the Pixie Squad is greater than Gretchen’s. The antagonists
don’t know how to work together or look for clues, that’s where the protagonists shine and are still
likeable.
Empathy heroes need development through the story or else the player feels bored by the constant
pity the protagonists need. Throughout the game Olaf and Gretchen will have brief conversations
with each other, letting the player keep in touch with them and providing exposition. The important
part about this type of hero is the lessons they learn in the end. Thus the question ‘what will they do
with their goal‘ is important to answer in the end. Without this, the player will feel betrayed.

Olaf

Gretchen
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3rd person mobile shooter
Olaf

Gretchen

Core Mechanics Game Mechanics
-Movement
-Shooting
-Stomping
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-Health
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Level: Gedlewonk’s Library
Phase 1: Finding the map
Olaf and Gretchen begin at the entrance of the library. The player needs to find the map for the
location of The Hall of Justice. Throughout the library, the player will find places to look for with false
maps while swarms of enemies keep spawning from the bookshelves and attack the player. The
player needs to stay alive while carefully looking for the right map.

Phase 2: Escape from Askir
Once the right map is picked up, the ground will start to shake and Askir the worm will burst out of the
ground and start breathing fire. The shelves will burn and the creatures in the library will be aflame.
The player can shoot at Askir and the enemies but Askir will not stop until Olaf and Gretchen are out
of the library. The level ends when they get back at the entrance.

Features:
•

The statue is a
landmark

•

The enemies are
made of paper and
are easily defeated
when hit by the
flame ammo

Shelf

Spawns enemies

Statue

Upper Level

Bridge
Map
Wrong Map
Entrance
Askir’s path

Start randomly

Askir’s path
End
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Visualisation
The long hallways and bookshelves create a daunting atmosphere. To break repetition, a statuette
or stepladder could be placed as a place of reference. See the statue at the bottom picture. It draws
your eye in a way that you can see that there is an upper floor and a landmark point to know at what
side of the library you’re in. Askir can come from any side hall. Making every appearance surprising.
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Storyboard
Phase 1
-Olaf and Gretchen enterGretchen: Gedlewonk’s
Library! Finally we’re
here!
Olaf: Why are we in this
library again?

Fade In

Gretchen: We need the map
to the Hall of Justice,
remember? This is the
only place I can think of
to get it.
Olaf: We’ll just have to
search this entire hall.
You take care of these
‘moving newspapers’.

Change to player camera
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Phase 2
-ground is shakingGretchen: Did you trigger
a trap?!

Olaf: I didn’t do
anything.

-Askir appears, roaring
and breathing fireOlaf: A wyrm!
Gretchen: Earthworms
don’t breathe fire,
dingbat!
Olaf: We need to get out
of here. Cover us while I
find a way back!

Camera follows Askir around
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Ending
Olaf: Our exit, straight
ahead.

Gretchen: Move like your
butt’s on fire! That thing
is coming in close!

Camera follows Olaf & Gretchen
-Olaf and Gretchen are
outside, fire roars from
the libraryGretchen: Phew, after
this experience I’ve
learned that if it wasn’t
for you, Olaf.
...I’d be so much safer.
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Fade Out

Choice of Exposition
Beginning
Phase 1 started off with showing the interior of the location (the Library of Gedlewonk) and our
heroes Olaf & Gretchen who arrived at the entrance. Gretchen drops the name of the place and
shows that it took a while to get there. To refresh the players memory Olaf asks what their goal is
while showing the interior of the library filled with creatures. Gretchen explains in detail why they are
here and what they are looking for. Olaf mentions to get rid of the creatures that look like walking
newspapers to tell the player that they are enemies that you can shoot while looking for the map.
The statue at the end of the hallway is a subtle indicator that they can reach the end of the hallway
and go upward.

Middle
Phase 2 happens when the correct map is picked up. The rumbling that started is to tell the player
something bad is happening. A fire breathing wyrm bursts out of the wall and starts burning the
library down. This is all shown in clear view to show the player what is causing all the trouble. The
wyrm will move through the library to show how much of a threat it is. Olaf mentions they need to get
out of the library to drive home the fact that they need to flee and avoid the wyrm.

End
End is to show that the player cleared the level. The tension has risen to a climax as the wyrm and
his flames draw near our heroes. When they reach the end Gretchen wants to show his gratitude to
his friend but doesn’t want to show it directly, he still is a wisecracking goblin, after all.

Dialog Drops
Olaf and Gretchen can have conversations with each other during gameplay. Things to make it clear
to the player what the objective was and how the relationship between these characters work. It’s a
casual way of listening to their thoughts. For example:
Gretchen: I love paper, don’t you?
Olaf: Steel is stronger than paper, so it’s better.
Gretchen: You can’t wipe your butt with that!
Olaf: Watch me.
Olaf: I remember the stories my papa told me, he didn’t need to read it from a book.
Gretchen: We need a map, not a book.
Olaf: Why don’t we go to the Hall of Justice so I can remember it, then?
Gretchen: Wait, we do need a book. So I can hit you on the head with it!
Olaf: These creatures are living knowledge, yet they attack us.
Gretchen: It’s time we educate them, then.
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